








Align evaluation criteria with inclusive policy priorities and create a tiered structure for incentive

awards. Make the application more business-friendly, and create workforce support funds to

dedicate a portion of award value to addressing primary barriers to employment.
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Streamline the program’s reporting requirements to encourage employer participation and

expand the acceptable wage range to create career pathways in opportunity industries for

workers with a less advanced technical skillset.
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Develop a comprehensive land strategy as part of the City’s economic development toolkit,

leveraging publicly-owned land in concert with place-based incentives in service of inclusive

growth goals.
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Create a community impact network, whereby businesses receiving economic incentives commit

to supporting initiatives from a menu of opportunities aligned with public policy priorities.

Initiatives may include workforce development, diversity hiring, transit and childcare access, and

investment in underserved communities, among others.
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1 “Rebuilding the Dream,” IUPPI





Within this context, Develop Indy and its partners are determining pathways to promote job access in

Indy and advance inclusive growth, centered on four key pillars to supporting opportunity:
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San Diego, CA Austin, TX 

• Equity and inclusion are central 

themes of the city’s 5-year 

strategic plan.

• All incentive recipients must 

enter into a public benefits 

agreement.

• Companies can choose from a

menu of 15-20 community

benefit options to fulfill their

agreement. Options include

activities such as creating a

diversity hiring plan, engaging

with local schools, or hosting

events to support

entrepreneurship.

• Businesses receiving incentives

must commit to creating and

retaining middle-wage jobs

and/or investing in low-income

neighborhoods.

• Firms can receive additional 

incentive dollars for meeting 

stated community goals 

around inclusion.

• To receive an abatement, firms 

must meet specific 

requirements aligned with 

public priorities: 

• Locate in a desired 

development zone 

• Comply with 

environmental regulations 

• Meet requirements

around linkages to local

economy, local hiring,

workforce training, and

contributions to cultural

vitality and quality of life.

Portland, OR 
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Phase 1: Community Impact is

clarified and weighted more

heavily in processes for

evaluating incentive applications.

Phase 2: Businesses are required

to participate in the Community

Impact Network and those that

commit to meaningful

community engagement receive

higher scores.

Wages and benefits are set as 

baseline criteria, and the number 

of new and retained jobs receives 

less  weight.

New Criterion: Businesses that

create job pathways in

opportunity industries score

higher.

HR&A recommends modifying the criteria used to evaluate all incentive applications and requests, to ensure the

evaluation process reflects policy priorities, aligns with desired inclusive outcomes, and offers more opportunity to

small and medium size businesses. Awards granted will be tiered, and more inclusive projects will qualify for longer

abatements and/or larger awards. All incentive program applicants should be evaluated according to criteria that

align closely with the City’s inclusive growth priorities:

OPPORTUNITY 

INDUSTRY

QUALITY JOB 

ACCESS

COMMUNITY

IMPACT



Only companies that meet certain baseline criteria should receive incentives, allowing Indy to utilize its incentive

dollars responsibly and proactively communicate its values to businesses. While wages and provision of benefits

are currently considered when reviewing abatement applications, there are no set requirements. Likewise,

community impact is included in the abatement evaluation process, though no clear definition exists. Formalizing

these baseline requirements will ensure that only businesses that offer quality jobs will be eligible for incentives,

better positioning economic development in Indianapolis to align with a shared-values approach, where the City

secures public benefits in exchange for its investment.

Indianapolis should only incentivize jobs that provide residents with a

family-sustaining wage. Requiring a minimum wage of $18/hour for each incentivized job is in line

with the recommendation of the Brookings Institute. Jobs paying below $18/hour will not count

in the evaluation of an incentive application, unless these jobs are dedicated for workers from an

underserved population, such as returning citizens.

Providing healthcare benefits to full-time employees helps keep

them off the benefits cliff. Access to healthcare and insurance means wages can be spent on

other necessities.

Requiring that incentive projects demonstrate a favorable fiscal cost-benefit analysis ensures

that incentive awards ultimately have a positive return to the City, and communicates to the

public that incentives are being deployed in a responsible manner.

In the initial first phase of

amendments to incentives program, City staff should develop clear metrics for defining

community impact in evaluating applicants. This will help lay the foundation for a second phase

of refinements to incentive programs – once the Community Impact Network is implemented,

participation in the network will be a key criterion for receiving an incentive award.



Develop Indy and the City should identify applicants with impactful community development projects that align

with inclusive growth goals, and at the same time work to make the application process more business-friendly.

Reviewing the application process and ensuring it is accessible to businesses, while also better aligning the

abatement program with inclusive priorities, will help ensure Indy remains competitive with other cities in Indiana,

while also encouraging a shared-values approach to incentives.

To further bolster Indy’s workforce support ecosystem, the abatement program should create dedicated spending

accounts as part of the abatement award process. These workforce support funds will be targeted to address

some of the most pressing barriers to employment in Indy: access to training, transit, and childcare. All abatement

recipients will be required to dedicate 5% of their total award value into a dedicated spending account, and funds

must be expended on training, transit, or childcare needs of the firm's employees.

In establishing workforce support funds as part of the abatement program, the City should provide firms with a

menu of options delineating acceptable use of funds (e.g., subsidize transit passes, reimburse cost of continuing

education classes or trainings, provide vouchers for childcare). The employer would then submit a report to the

City on an annual basis, for the duration of the abatement, detailing its use of funds. For firms with large

abatement awards, the City could choose to set a threshold (e.g. for all awards where total savings are $1 M and

greater), whereby employers would work with the City to develop a customized spending plan for the use of the

firm’s workforce support fund.



Many employers feel the reporting requirements and administrative

burden associated with the program outweigh the benefit received, and several stakeholders expressed a desire

that the City’s program followed the same reporting requirements as the State’s program, which are viewed as

more reasonable. Additionally, tech companies that the program targets often do not have formalized training

programs, so it is difficult to create an upfront training plan, as currently required by the program. Exploring

more flexible ways for employers to demonstrate how they’ve expended funds on training can help enhance the

program’s utility to employers.

Setting the minimum wage requirement at

$18/hour and requiring all incentivized positions to provide employees with benefits will help the program

better serve the needs of Indy residents with fewer technical skills, who will have the opportunity to start on a

promising career path and build their skillsets through quality employment within one employer or between

several employers over time. By broadening the training grant program to incentivize both higher-skilled jobs,

as well as jobs that offer access to advancement within the advanced industries sector, the City and Develop

Indy can ensure the training grant program is both more attractive to employers and more responsive to the

needs of Indy’s workforce.



The City of Indianapolis should work

to create a publicly accessible database of all publicly-owned properties. While different City departments and

organizations track this information already, there is no centralized, easily-searchable database. This online

database should include basic information such as acreage, current zoning, and proximity to interstates, rail

lines, and bus stops. Additionally, it should contain a status update as to which phase of redevelopment the

property is in, and all relevant documents. Having a clear, easy to use, accessible online database of public land

is a necessary first step in developing a land strategy to support inclusive growth.

The City should work with Develop Indy and its partners to evaluate and proactively acquire

sites with the highest potential to attract businesses, investment, and/or private partners to realize new

development. The City should actively shape a future vision for these sites that is aligned with communities’

priorities and advances broader inclusive economic development goals. These may include the creation of new

affordable housing or introduction of new businesses and job centers in neighborhoods suffering from

disinvestment. After establishing a vision, the City should then develop a series of concept plans for priority

landholdings as a first step to defining potential future uses, and establish parameters for potential future land

disposition (as determined appropriate). Develop Indy should then proactively market sites to developers and

businesses interested in investing in Indy.

Opportunity Zones represent a new, as of

yet untested place-based incentive, and Indy’s designated Opportunity Zones will need to be a central element

of the City’s land strategy. Develop Indy should coordinate with City and State leadership who are leading Indy’s

Opportunity Zone efforts, and help market identified opportunity sites in Indy to Opportunity Zone investors.



After instituting baseline requirements and implementing program amendments, the City of Indianapolis should

drive citywide efforts to establish a Community Impact Network. The network will be designed so that businesses

receiving economic incentives commit to supporting initiatives from a menu of opportunities, which may include

initiatives around workforce development, diversity hiring, transit and childcare access, and investment in

underserved communities, among others.

The City, the Indy Chamber, and other partners are already actively working to develop this Community Impact

Network, including defining a menu of actions that leverage existing resources, align with local capacity, and are

positioned to help the City achieve its inclusive growth goals. Once the Community Impact Network is in place, the

evaluation process for economic incentives should be amended so that participation in the Community Impact

Network and a commitment to fulfilling a meaningful number of actions from the menu becomes a pre-requisite for

receiving an incentive.




